
 

•  Prepare for future leadership
•  Contribute to the leadership of your group
•  Model the way by prioritizing your own 

spiritual growth
•  Learn how to create a predictable and 

safe group experience 
• Encourage members to grow and engage
•  Implement the eight leader essentials
•  Keep connected with your groups director

What is your role as a leader?

• Pastor you and your group
• Coach and equip you
•  Meet with you/your apprentice 

2-3 times per year

What is my role as director?

“ As leaders, we are never responsible 
for filling anyone else’s cup. Our 
responsibility is to empty ours.” 
 
—Andy Stanley
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APPRENTICE  OVERVIEW

•  Attend leader trainings  
(SKILLS DEVELOPMENT)

•  Meet 2-3 times per year with director 
(PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT)

•   Attend Theopraxis  
(THEOLOGICAL  DEVELOPMENT)

•   Hands on training working alongside 
your current group leader  
(PRACTICAL  DEVELOPMENT)

•  Access groupleaders.org 
(HOLISTIC  DEVELOPMENT AND RESOURCES)

How will you be developed?

•  Hand off what they’ve learned from 
leading (emptying their cup)

• Give you opportunities to lead
•  Encourage you to lead in the future

What is the role of your leader?

To grow spiritually, you must be 
connected relationally.

We want leaders and group members 
to grow in the three relationships 
described in Matthew 22:36-40:

    1. Intimacy with God

    2. Community with Insiders

    3. Influence with Outsiders

Why groups?

•  Closed groups
• 12-24 month duration
• Groups that multiply

What is our small group model?

The Win:
To create a small group environment where people have the 
opportunity to pursue healthy relationships and spiritual growth

The Mission:
To lead people into a growing relationship with Jesus Christ

• Skills
        - The eight leader essentials
•  Knowledge
        -  The Gospel
        -  The Scriptures
        -  Engaging culture
        -  Our spiritual growth strategy
        -  Yourself (identity, personality, gifting)
•  Posture
        -  Humble
        - Teachable
        -  Curious
        - Intentional

What is the focus of your development?


